Pure magnetic-quadrupole scattering and efficient second-harmonic generation from plasmon-dielectric hybrid nano-antennas.
We theoretically demonstrate that pure magnetic quadrupole (MQ) scattering is achieved via the excitation of anapole modes and Fano resonance in noble metal (Au or Ag) and high refractive index dielectric (AlGaAs) hybrid nano-antennas. In Au-AlGaAs hybrid nano-antennas, electric anapole and magnetic anapole modes are observed, leading to the suppressions of electric and magnetic dipoles. Introducing gain material to AlGaAs nanodisk to increase the strength of electric quadrupole (EQ) Fano resonance leads to the suppression of EQ scattering. Then, ideal MQ scattering is achieved at the wavelength of total scattering cross-section dip. The increase of signal-to-noise ratio of MQ results in the great enhancement of near-field inside AlGaAs nanodisk. Additionally, the strong MQ resonance exhibits great capability for boosting second-harmonic generation by proper mode matching. These findings achieved in subwavelength geometries have important implications for functional metamaterials and nonlinear photonic nanodevices.